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ABSTRACT

We report the synthesis of new “branched” gold nanocrystals in high yield (over 90%) via a wet-chemical route. The branched nanocrystals
exhibit a shape-dependent plasmon resonance that is red-shifted by 130−180 nm from the spherical particle wavelength. Discrete dipole
approximation (DDA) calculations qualitatively replicate the observed optical extinction spectra of the nanocrystals, indicating that the surface
plasmon resonance is mainly determined by in-plane dipole excitation associated with the sharp tips.

Introduction. The synthesis of inorganic nanocrystals with
controllable shapes is an important goal of modern materials
chemistry. This field has been characterized by rapid progress
in the past few years,1-3 with the synthesis of rods,1,4-7

triangular prisms,2,8,9 disks,10-13 cubes,14 and even branched
tetrapods15 having been reported, often in high yield. Beyond
their aesthetic appeal, these new structures are compelling
for multiple fundamental and practical technological reasons.
First, their synthesis has motivated experimental progress
in understanding the intrinsic shape-dependent properties of
metal and semiconductor nanocrystals.1,2,5 Second, some of
these structures feature optical and electrical properties that
make them desirable for emerging applications including
biolabels, photovoltaic behavior,16 chemical sensing, and
surface enhanced Raman scattering, among others. Third,
some of these structures enable elucidation of the particle
growth mechanism,9,15,17 which in turn may make possible
the prediction and systematic manipulation of the final
nanocrystal structure. Finally, these new materials provide
new template systems for the further generation of different
structures.18,19

Although extensive studies, thousands of papers, have
focused on gold nanoparticles, the wet chemical synthesis
of nonspherical gold nanoparticles remains limited (at least
in high yield) to rods,1,4,6,7 triangular/hexagonal/sphere
mixtures,20 and cubes.14 Herein, the synthesis and charac-
terization of new-branched gold nanocrystals is reported.
Furthermore, we have attempted to understand the shape-
guided growth process, and we have briefly characterized
the optical properties of the new particles experimentally and
via discrete dipole approximation (DDA) electrodynamics
calculations.21,22

Experimental Section.In a typical synthesis, 4 mg of bis-
(p-sulfonatophenyl) phenylphosphine dihydrate dipotassium

(BSPP) and 0.2 mL of 30% H2O2 were added to 100 mL of
6.8 × 10-3 M sodium citrate solution. Under constant
shaking, 200µL of 0.05 M HAuCl4 was added slowly at
room temperature. Over several minutes, the solution color
changed from colorless to blue. The resulting blue colloids
can be kept for several days in a refrigerator, although
eventually a spectral shift to the blue takes place, presumably
indicative of particle annealing.

Results and Discussion.The gold nanoparticles were
characterized structurally with transmission electron micros-
copy (TEM) using a JEOL 2010F operated at an acceleration
voltage of 300 kV. Figure 1 shows gold nanoparticles with
one, two or three tips in over 90% yield. Among them, three-
tipped nanoparticles are in the majority comprising over 50%
of the total particle population. The length of the well-formed
tips is roughly 30 nm, but because of the asymmetric shapes,
the overall particle sizes show significant variation. It is worth
mentioning that the sharp curvature of each tip is different
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Figure 1. TEM image of branched gold nanocrystals.
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from the “multipods” that have been observed recently in
several systems.15,17,23

Figure 2 shows a high-resolution transmission electron
microscope (TEM) image of an individual particle. This
displays hexagonal symmetry, consistent with the{111}
direction of the face-centered cubic (fcc) structure of gold.
Fourier transforms (FTs) of various regions of the image
reinforce the assignment of the fcc{111} direction of gold.
Furthermore, comparison of FTs collected separately for the
particle center region and tip region are nearly identical,
confirming that the branched Au particles are composed of
a single crystal.

In contrast to the characteristic red color of spherical Au
nanoparticles, the colloidal solution of the branched Au
nanocrystals is blue. The measured extinction spectrum is
shown in Figure 3 and it shows a plasmon resonance peak
that is red-shifted from ca. 500-530 nm for spheres to 690
nm for the branched particles. The plasmon band can be
varied in the range from 650 to 700 nm, depending on the
reactant and surfactant concentration. Figure 3 shows that

doubling the BSPP concentration (i.e., adding 7.5 mg in the
synthesis) leads to a narrower plasmon band that is centered
at 657 nm. TEM results show that both samples are branched
Au nanocrystals, however, the samples with the plasmon
band at 657 nm have smaller average sizes. From a practical
standpoint, the shape dependent optical properties of reactive
gold colloids represent convenient experimental reporters in
studies of crystal growth.

Remarkably, thin trigonal gold platelets, but of micron size
and lacking distinct tips, were reported more than a half-
century ago.24,25 The micron-sized particles (1-3 µm) were
obtained via the reduction of chloroauric acid by hydrogen
peroxide at elevated temperatures. Usually, this reduction
by either citrate or hydrogen peroxide is slow at room tem-
perature. To our surprise, the reaction is substantially accel-
erated when both are employed, as shown by the formation
of the blue Au colloids within several minutes. As a result,
it is difficult to elucidate the kinetic processes underlying
particle growth. To date, the standard explanation for aniso-
tropic particle growth in liquid media involves the use of
appropriate capping reagents to kinetically control the
growth rate of various facets of a seed.5,11,15 In our experi-
ments, synthesis26 without BSPP during initial growth pro-
duces only symmetrical “three-tipped” Au nanocrystals, indi-
cating that the role of BSPP is not essential for formation of
the branched structures. As shown in Figures 4a and 4b, the
overall yield of “three-tipped” Au nanocrystals (grown with-
out BSPP) can be as high as 40-50%, and the average tip
to tip distance in the nanocrystals is 42 nm. Tiny triangular
prisms (10 nm edge length) are also found in the same batch,
each comprising a single-crystal having an orientation iden-
tical to that of the larger “three-tipped” Au nanocrystals. We
speculate that the tiny triangular prisms function as early-
stage nuclei for “three-tipped” particle formation and growth.

Figure 2. High-resolution TEM images of an individual gold
nanocrystal. Right panels show Fourier transformation pattern of
the whole image (upper) and tip region (bottom).

Figure 3. UV-visible spectra of branched gold nanocrystals
obtained using different concentrations of BSPP (denoted (a) and
(b)). The dashed line denoted (c) shows the calculated extinction
spectrum using the DDA method.

Figure 4. (a) and (b) TEM images of gold nanocrystals that were
synthesized without BSPP during the initial particle growth; (c) an
enlarged image of tiny triangular nuclei; and (d) the high-resolution
images of individual triangular nuclei, where the center area is
filtered pattern according to the{111} direction of fcc structure of
gold. Arrows show small triangular prisms that are discussed in
the text.
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To get the “three-tipped” particles, the growth has to be
fastest perpendicular to the edge of the triangle, i.e., parallel
to the {200} direction and perpendicular to the{111}
direction.24 Presumably the role of BSPP is to influence
the growth rates of certain crystal facets of the seeds, leading
to the formation of the anisotropic branched structures in
Figure 1.

Electromagnetic Simulations.To understand the mea-
sured optical features in Figure 3, we have solved Maxwell’s
equations for light interacting with a 14 nm thick “three-
tipped” gold nanocrystal featuring 48 nm tip-to-tip distances
and 4 nm snipping (meaning that, analogous to earlier work,21

a 4 nm region at the tips is removed in order to mimic the
expected annealing of the sharpest features). This yields a
particle with a 42 nm tip-to-tip distance, which matches the
average value observed in Figure 4. Figure 5a shows the
resulting structure for the case where we have chosen to make
three identical tips. We have also studied asymmetrical
structures with a long tip and two short tips, as well as
structures with only one or two tips. The electrodynamics
calculations were done using a finite element-based method
known as the discrete dipole approximation (DDA),21,22

which has proven particularly useful for describing isolated
nanoparticles of arbitrary shape in arbitrarily defined sur-
rounding environments.2,21 In the DDA, the object of interest
is represented as a cubic array ofN polarizable elements
(which is schematically indicated in Figure 5a). The response

of this array to an applied electromagnetic field is then
described by self-consistently determining the induced dipole
moment within each element. The spatially resolved dipole
information can then be used to determine key optical
properties such as the extinction efficiency and the electro-
magnetic field (E-fields) near the particle surface.27 Local
E-field enhancements, associated with surface plasmon
excitation, are major contributors to surface-enhanced Raman
scattering.21,28

As shown in Figure 5b, two absorption bands (700 and
540 nm) are found in the computations for the symmetrical
three-tipped particle. Examination of the induced polariza-
tions associated with these spectral features indicates that
the 700 nm peak is the in-plane dipole plasmon resonance
and the 540 nm peak is the out-of-plane quadrupole
resonance. The calculated orientationally averaged spectrum
for the isolated 14× 48 nm symmetrical three-tip particle
is shown as the dashed line in Figure 3. We find that the
calculated line shape agrees qualitatively with the experi-
mental spectrum and quantitatively with respect to the
wavelength of the plasmon maximum. Further calculations
indicate that the plasmon bands of the three-tipped Au
nanocrystals are very sensitive to the length and the sharpness
of the tips but less sensitive to the thickness and overall size
of the particles.

In our experiments, we observed relatively narrow plasmon
absorptions (Figure 3) from the branched Au nanocrystals.

Figure 5. (a) Schematic representation of a symmetrical three-tipped Au nanocrystal that is used in the DDA calculations, showing the
outline of the particle before snipping, and the DDA grid after snipping. (b) Calculated extinction spectra of a single gold nanocrystal for
two in-plane polarization directions and one out-of-plane direction. (c) The calculated spectra of gold nanocrystals including one-tipped
(green), two-tipped (red), asymmetric three-tipped (purple), and symmetric three-tipped particles (blue). (d) E-field enhancement contours
external to a symmetrical three-tipped gold nanocrystal for polarization along one tip and with the wavelength taken to be the plasmon peak
at 700 nm. The peak value of|E|2 at the particle tip is 3900 times the applied field.
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However, the Au nanocrystals are not uniform (see Figure
1), so it is important to determine what effect this has on
the extinction spectra. To do this, we have performed
calculations for Au nanocrystals that have three asymmetrical
tips, two tips, and even one tip. As shown in Figure 5c, we
find that these nanostructures have an extinction spectrum
similar to the symmetrical particle, with plasmon resonances
that are centered near 695 nm. (One exception is the one-
tipped particles that are blue-shifted to 674 nm.) Based on
these results, it is clear that in-plane dipole excitation from
the particle tips dominates the optical properties of these
particles, and (fortunately) the heterogeneous shape distribu-
tion has a rather small effect on the spectrum.

Figure 5d shows contours of the calculated E-field (plotted
as |E|2) external to a three-tipped Au nanocrystal upon
excitation at the plasmon maximum. The largest enhance-
ments (peak fields) occur, as one might have anticipated, at
the sharp tips of the particle, with enhancements being about
3900 times the applied field. The large calculated maximum
field enhancements for the three-tip Au nanocrystal suggest
that particles of this kind could be useful for achieving large
surface Raman enhancements (E4-dependent enhance-
ments).28

Conclusion. We report the synthesis of branched gold
nanocrystals in high yield via a wet-chemical route. High-
resolution TEM measurements show that each gold particle
is a single crystal. Tiny triangular prisms formed during the
initial stages of synthesis are speculatively identified as nuclei
for the branched-particle formation, which involves aniso-
tropic growth perpendicular to the edges of the triangular
prism. DDA calculations qualitatively indicate that the
observed optical extinction spectra of the branched nano-
crystals are mainly determined by in-plane dipole excitation
associated with the tips of the particles. The calculations also
indicate that large electromagnetic field enhancements exist
at the particle tips, suggesting that they could be of value in
applications involving surface-enhanced Raman scattering.
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